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The fourth installment in the modern classic dungeon crawler series offers its players the chance to embark on a brand new journey through the Avernum series to obtain new equipment, items, skills, and new game features. Players get to explore beautiful new areas of the
world, defeat dangerous new enemies, and gain new skills and knowledge that will be important as they explore the world. Gameplay Players begin the game on a human-sized adventurer with no equipment and limited abilities. They will then embark on a series of dungeons

in the Avernum World where they can plunder treasure from the dead and loot the treasures of dead enemies. Upon completing a dungeon, they will be rewarded with loot and experience points, and can acquire various items, spells, and skills. Players gain levels by completing
quests or defeating enemies to increase their character's ability score. Players can purchase new skills through experience points by using the gold they earn and can get new spells by learning them from a book that serves as a manual. Players can interact with the world

around them in various ways, including trading, mining, and planting trees to grow new crops. They can also travel to other areas of Avernum to meet with the different races and learn important quests and information. There are also various customizations that can be done to
the appearance of the adventurer, as well as the appearance of the items they take and use. Items Avernum 4 includes a variety of items that can be used by the player's character. There are items that can be used for magic, combat, defense, life support, and senses, along
with various attachments, crystals, and glyphs for equipping to items. There are a variety of different types of weapons, with a variety of different abilities, stats, and elemental damage. The characters will have a sword, axe, or pickaxe for combat, along with an ability to use

the wielder's familiar weapon. There are specific defense items such as armor, or a shield. There are also items that are used for senses, like a telescope. There are items for life support, like breath. And there are items like mass food, which is used by feeding numerous people
or creatures. There are also items for various skills like the attack or casting skills, or for transportation, like steed and the abilities of a map. There are also potions that give specific benefits, like the effects of a poison, or a healing potion that heals a specific area. This list is

Features Key:
gorgeous graphics

day and night cycles
many weapons

immense dungeons
new quests and encounters

in depth deeper crafting system
new glowing effects

optional movement system
so much to do and see

Important! The game runs great in 1280x 720 (720p) resolution, the game is somewhat blurry in HD 720x1280 and looks pretty bad in Full HD 1920x1080!

System requirements:

AA-11AA batteries
3 GHz CPU
2 GB of RAM
SD-card
Internet access (optional)
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